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ABSTRACT  
In the field of information retrieval, it is very difficult to answer the question entered by the user, 
because the search engine retrieve a ranked documents that contain any key word or phrase inside the 
documents, this need another extra effort to search the answer inside the documents, and there may be 
no answer. The alternative of search engine is a question answering system, which it retrieves the exact 
answer of the question in the natural language if found. A question answering system accepts the 
question in the natural, then many processes were done to extract the exact answer. In general a question 
answering system is composed of three main components: question classification module, information 
retrieval module and answer extraction module. A question answering system is applied in holy Quran 
which written and cited in Arabic language, some characteristic of the Arabic language were used to 
enhance the answer extraction, one of these important characteristics is numbering, singular, dual and 
plural. A prototype build uses special pattern used to process the number in Arabic language, which 
enhance the answers by adding more words and meaning. A corpus of questions and its answers from 
holy Quran used  to test and answers the question. 
 
Keywords: question answering system,  corpus, Quran, Arabic language, natural language 
processing (NLP).  
1. Introduction:  
A question answering system is the process of accepting the question in natural language and 
answer it after many processing. The main goal of question answering system is to enter the 
question in the natural language and understand the meaning to present answers from stored in 
a repository of information (B Hammo, Abuleil, Lytinen, & Evens, 2004),(Loni, 2011). Different 
related fields of research intersect with question answering systemsuch as: Information retrieval 
(IR), information extraction(IE), natural language processing(NLP) (Allam & Haggag, 2012) 
and Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
A question answering system can classified to two main domains open, and closed domains 
(Mohamed, Allam, & Haggag, 2012), also a question answering system applied in many research 
area (Adany & Atwell, 2015). 
In general question answering system consists of three main components: a question 
classification, an information retrieval, and an answer extraction (Heba Kurdi, Sara Alkhaider 
 & Department, 2014). A question classification have two stages : the first stage is question 
processing or reformulation the question by applying many processing such as: tokenizing or 
splitting the sentence to words, removing diacritics and stop words, replacing some characters 
with others, removing some characters that committed with sentences specially in Arabic 
language such as the character  ?, and query expansion to use the key words that produced to 
produce a new words using: ontology (Abouenour, Bouzoubaa, & Rosso, 2008),stemmer 
(Hammo, B., Sleit, A., El-Haj, 2007), language resources such as: thesaurus (Bassam Hammo 
& El-haj, 2008), lexicon (Shaalan, 2007), dictionary (Cimiano & Bielefeld, 2010), spell and 
grammar checker (Shaalan, 2010) etc. The second one is question classification in which we can 
classify the type of question by defining its category and the type of entity depending on 
taxonomy to identify the relevant answer. Second part is the information retrieval in which we 
can use the product of the first component (key word and the generated word from the key word) 
to find the relevant documents that contain one or more key words or the phrase of the query and 
many others processing to rank and present the documents. The third component is answer 
extraction in which the system can search inside the documents and find the paragraph or words 
that can match the criteria to find the suitable answer or answers, rank and display them. 
2. Related work: 
We can classify this part to two main parts depending the study, because we the question 
answering system applied in holy Quran, and the language uses is Arabic language. For this we 
scan Arabic language and holy Quran in more details. 
2.1. Arabic language: 
2.1.1. introduction : 
Arabic language is Semitic language (Hammo, B., Sleit, A., El-Haj, 2007), it ranked as fifth 
spoken language in the world and it has 36 phonemes (Alotaibi & Selouani, 2009), it is the main 
language of Islamic religion, which is used by Muslims in their daily prayers(Gravano, 2010), it 
has three types: classical Arabic which is used by holy Quran, MSA which is used today in 
schools and news papers, and colloquial Arabic dialects(Kanaan, Hammouri, Al-Shalabi, & 
Swalha, 2009), it is written from right  to left (Ishkewy, Harb, & Farahat, 2014), it is use diacritics 
to remove some Arabic ambiguity(Cavalli-sforza, Soudi, & Mitamura, 2000), the order sentence 
words is free, inflectional and clitic language, and drop pro language(Attia, 2008). 
2.1.2. Related work: 
There is a tendency for the attention of the computerization of the Arabic language in recent 
decades, many researches were done in Arabic language computation such as: 
One of the important studies in language is Arabic light stemmer (ARS) (Al-Omari & Abuata, 
2014), this study explains the two ways of reduces tokens in documents which are stemming and 
stop word, there are two types of stemming light(prefix and suffix) and heavy (prefix, infix, and 
suffix). Also the study explains the difficulties of stemming in Arabic language depending on 
many characteristics such as: one word have many meaning, one root gives many words that 
have different meaning, changing the letter form special vowel, and some letters have some 
functions but are original in other words. Four algorithms for stemming  
which are: manually constructed dictionaries, statistical stemmer, morphological analysis. They 
built an algorithm removes all affixes (antefixes, prefixes, suffixes and postfixes) from the 
 Arabic word, they use a mathematical approach that divided the number of characters of the 
word by 2 to extract the middle character and take the two neighboring  characters which leads 
in general to the root, by comparing the produced word and the dictionary if it is found then stop 
search, else shift to right until find or not find if not found then return again to the left characters 
and starts again. Also the algorithm have the ability of removing or converting vowels. ARS 
build based on 6,225 words and evaluated with two other algorithms. However the system has a 
few errors from over-stemming, mis-stemming and under- stemming and need more tests. 
 
Al-Bayan (Abdelnasser, 2014) is a question answering system for holy Quran uses holy 
Quran and interpretation books (Tafseer books) to find exact answer for the question, the system 
has a three main parts: the first used asemantic modules to retrieve the related verses from holy 
Quran, secondly the system applies morphological analysis and disambiguity by using 
classifier(Vector space machine SVM) to classify questions, extracting the three ranked answers 
by using tafseer book. A named entity for Quran proposed and constructed Arabic question 
classifier. The system evaluated by Quranic experts and its accuracy of the system is about 85%. 
 
2.2. Holy Quran: 
2.2.1. introduction : 
Holy Quran is sacred book of Muslims, it contains and legislation and instruction of their 
life(Adany & Atwell, 2015), Allah revealed it to prophet Mohammed (peace be up on him) by 
angle Gabriel, Quran contains 114 chapters, each chapter have verses (not less than 3 and more 
than 286), these chapters divided into 30 parts, these parts consist of 320015 characters, 77439  
word, and 6236 verse.  
2.2.2. Related work: 
 
An ontology semantically approach designed by (Yauri, Kadir, Azman, & Murad, 2013)  for 
answering user query, the ontology besides the keyword matching used to enhance the the search 
results. The system consists of three models: Quran ontology, semantic Query, reformulation, 
and the extraction models. Many processes linguistics and semantically were done using 
Protégée Ontology Editor. A Quran ontology from Leeds University used to evaluate the system. 
A knowledge enhanced by using the system, however the relationship of Leeds ontology consists 
of 300 concepts and 350 relationship which is not enough to handle users query. 
The study of (Zeroual & Lakhouaja, 2016) explains that three corpora of holy Quran 
proposed (The Quranic Arabic Corpus, The Boundary-Annotated Quran Corpus, Quran Corpus 
of Haifa) which they have some problems and they have not grammatical information which is  
lead to build enrichment corpus by using a semi automatic technique by using "AlKhalil Morpho 
Sys" , then manual processes. Some important processes were done such as: removing some 
symbols, and replacing some characters such as Ի(& in the word  Ի ? ? ? ? by the character " ?". Also, 
some words added by manually for three reasons: non analyzed words, multiple output analysis, 
and Words that have one output analysis. The corpus has: 1770 roots, voweled patterns for each 
stem and lemma, more than 100 POS tags used, and true lemma(1554 patterns). However, the 
corpus uses only one language. 
 
  
3. Experiments: 
These experiments depend on theoretical parts in the Arabic language which is noun 
category, in Arabic language the noun divided into three main category and sub categories(for 
more details return to Arabic language grammar ) as in the  figure 1 below:  
 
Figure 1: Noun category in Arabic language 
Depending on this noun category, we built our prototype, which deals with the word, if the 
word in the singular then replace it by plural, or dual and vice verse.  The following part explains 
the numbers in Arabic. 
x Singular:  it used to indicate that one person or thing, the Arabic word here must be abstracted 
from any mark for dual or plural, such as :  ? �? (boy),  ? ? ? (foot ball). 
x  Dual: it used to indicate that two persons or things, such as :  ? 贃? �? (boy),  ? ? ? ? ? (foot ball). 
The indicator here is :  ? ?,  ? ?depending on its position in the sentence. 
x  Plural: in the plural parts there is some complexity, because plural divided into two 
categories: regular plurals or sound plurals, irregular plurals (broken) and the collective. Sound 
plural also divided into two categories: masculine and feminine. The broken plural changes the 
singular weight in irregular changes without fixed rules, where fixed  rules used in sound 
masculine plural (adding :  ? ? ,  ? ?at the end of the singular) and sound feminine plural ( adding : 
 ? ? at the end of singular). The collective plural, which is called a noun plural is used as a 
singular to explain the plural by deleting the feminine mark ( ?) or  ?(called ya alnasab  ? ? ? �?˯ ? ? ). 
Table [1] explains some examples to clarify this. 
 
 
 
 
Noun
Gender
Masculine Feminine
Number 
Singular DualPlural
Sound 
masculine 
plural
Sound 
feminine 
plural
Broken or 
internal 
plural
Collective
 
 ? ? ? ? ? ?
singular 
 ? 쬃? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?
dual 
 ? ? ? ﰃ?
mark 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ﰃ?
mark 
 ? 쬃? ?type  ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?˰ ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ?

 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?˰ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ?

 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ﰃ쬃? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Table1: examples of numbers in Arabic language 
3.1. The system theoretical part of the system: 
Depending on the above part of the Arabic language, we use the characteristics of Arabic   
numbers to build our prototype. The prototype builds patterns from the words entered 
depending on three weights (4,6,8), they are general and used in the holy Quran frequently, 
then check its weight, if the weight found then applies the rule of this weigh as in the following 
algorithms: 
1. Check the weight of the word : 
 if (6 or 8) then apply the following : 
originalword = acceptedword 
if the first 2 characters of the acceptedword are  ? ?then remove it  
for I = 1 to 8  
begin 
finalword= the original word 
newword = the original word+  ? ?Or newword =  ? ?+the original word+ ? ?; 
finalword= Finalword+ newword 
newword = the original word+  ? ? Or newword =  ? ?+the original word+ ? ?; 
finalword= Finalword+ newword 
newword = the original word+  ? ? Or newword =  ? ?+the original word+ ? ?; 
finalword= Finalword+ newword 
newword = the original word+  ? ?Or newword =  ? ?+the original word+ ? ?; 
end; 
 
 3.2. The system practical part of the system: 
A corpus build by (Adany & Atwell, 2015), used to answer the questions entered by the 
users. Only one question used as an example, then a comparison between two systems to judge 
the result of the system. The system work as follows: 
1. The system first accepts the query from users as in figure 2: 
 
                         Figure 2: user query  ? ? ? ? �? ? ? ? ?
The system displays the following results  as in figure[3]. 
 
 
Figure 3: answer to the user query  ? ? ? ? �? ? ? ? ?
 
3.3. Result discussions: 
1. The system search for the query used by the user: many question were entered 
 ( ? ? ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?)  
The  question asks about the word :  ? ? ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? �?ˬ ? ? ? ? , which is 
one word uses many patterns. 
2.  First system displays the new pattern for only one word the  ? ? ? ? �? generate the 
following patterns (new 14 words) for search as in table [2]: 
 
 
 ? ? ? ? ﰃ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 쬃? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 쬃? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?
The 
word  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Definite Noun with 
/ indefinite AL 
 ? ? ? ?
feminine 
 ? ? ? ?
masculine 
 ? ? ?
plural 
 ? ? ? ?
dual 
 ? ? ? ?
singular 
 ? ? ? ?indefinite       ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ?indefinite       ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ?indefinite       ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ?indefinite       ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ?indefinite       ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Definite       ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Definite       ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Definite       ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Definite       ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Definite       ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Definite       ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ?indefinite       ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ?indefinite       ? ? ? ? ? ?
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Definite       ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
 
Table 2: the result word ( patterns ) of the query and some notices 
3.  The second process is removing stop word, some symbols, and diacritics which 
affect the search results. 
4. The system uses the generated patterns to make matching between the patterns and 
the corpus, if any matching then store the result to the results found before, if there 
is no any new answers,then display the results. 
4. Comparison between two prototypes: 
The following part discuss a prototype build by (Adany & Atwell, 2015), and the new 
prototype. First we apply the same question  ? ? ? ? �? ? ? ? ?ˬ ? ? ? ?ˬ ? ? ? ? ? ? �?ˬ  the answer is :  
  
Figure 4: the answer of the question  ? ? ? ? �? ? ? ? ?
When the question is :  ? ? ? ? �? ? ? ? ? ? , the answer is  ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  � ? , only one answer appeared as 
appeared in figure [5]: 
 
Figure 5: the answer of the question  ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  �? ?  
We notice there is only one answers appeared because it depends on the key word matching 
techniques, instead of 5 answers as it appeared in the proposed prototype. 
5. Experiments and results: 
In this part we discuss our experiments,  which it judged By Scholars form Jabrah college. 
We use 30 question from corpus designed by (Adany & Atwell, 2015) applied in the  three 
prototypes. The following tables and figure, explain the results. 
 
Question 
Number 
Prototype (1) Prototype (2) 
 
Right 
answer 
Matching Right 
answer 
Matching 
2 1 1 1 1 
12 0 3 7 7 
13 0 0 2 2 
16 1 1 2 2 
22 1 1 2 4 
31 1 8 8 8 
32 1 29 13 30 
76 1 4 6 8 
91 0 0 1 6 
110 1 7 4 7 
111 1 31 1 32 
119 1 4 1 7 
 121 1 8 1 10 
132 1 6 1 6 
137 1 2 1 2 
165 1 1 1 5 
168 0 7 0 10 
179 1 16 0 6 
187 1 1 2 2 
188 0 1 0 2 
199 0 4 0 9 
201 0 0 1 2 
214 0 0 1 73 
226 1 5 1 36 
238 1 9 3 8 
239 1 6 1 6 
241 0 4 0 1 
251 1 13 1 16 
275 1 13 1 4 
281 1 8 3 23 
Summation 21 193 
 
66 355 
 
 Table 3: General table results 
 
From table [3] depending on the final summation we can generate the following table : 
 
               Prototype 
 
 
Prototype1 Prototype2 Differences 
No of questions 30 30 0 
No of right answers 21 66 45 
No of wrong answers 0 0 0 
% wrong 42.8 7.6 35.2 
% right 47.2 92.4 45.2 
% wrong (matching) 5.5 1.4 4.1 
% right (matching) 10.8 18.5 7.7 
 
 Table 4: comparative table of  results 
Also from table 4 we can generate the following chart as in figure []:  
  
Figure 6: the chart of percentages 
 
From all the above experiments we notice that:  
1. The increase of right answer in prototype 2. 
2. The decrease of wrong answers in prototype 2. 
 
6. Conclusion: 
Computation in the holy Quran and Arabic language now a day is going ahead, but need 
more attention  from all. More efforts to fill the gap in Arabic language computation. Using 
patterns and learning the rules of the Arabic language in general can help more in the field of 
information retrieval and question answering systems. 
 
7. Recommendation: 
Applying these patterns in information retrieval, and designing more pattern can help 
Arabic language users. Designing more patterns also can add more values to these systems. 
Also, we need to make comparisons between patterns and mathematical methods to find the 
best 
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